Spring Cleaning Checklist

**Living Room**

**De-clutter**
- Put away toys, clothes, or personal items that do not belong in the living room
- Pick DVDs, CDs, video games, and books to donate or throw out
- Organize DVDs, CDs, video games, and books in alphabetical order
- Recycle old magazines and newspapers

**Clean**
- Cushions and pillows
- Blinds and window treatments
- Wash blankets
- Vacuum and shampoo carpets and rugs

**Dust**
- TV and electronics
- Tables and lamps
- Picture frames
- Clean out fireplace for the season

**Quick tip:**
Changing up the style of your living room with a few key accessories or by painting a wall a bright color will give your living room a refreshed look.

**Update**
- Change out heavy curtains with light, sheer panels
- Add pillows and accessories in bright colors for spring
- Update family photos in picture frames
- Replace worn rugs

**Notes:**